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VERY ACCURATE - VERY VERSATILE
Introduction
The new JMS ARMS 6.5x47 Lapua Shorty
blends both the desire for a short and very
functional deer stalking / foxing rifle and
combines it with a new versatile round and
the IMS (Integrated Moderator System).
This rifle that has proven itself on targets
and in the field hunting - what you get is a
very short highly practical rifle for use as a
woodland stalking tool, 4x4 fox gun or
discreet pest control tool.

The Specification
Very solid feeling, the sort of rifle that just screams to be used for
real life hunting scenarios:
¤ Benchrest quality from Stiller Precision combined with aTAC

30 action perfectly sized for the .308 sized cartridge range
and gives a Remmy clone but at far superior tolerances.
¤ The barrel is a Shilen Select Match stainless steel and the

exterior of the barrel is brightly polished to reduce carbon
build up due to the integral moderator.
¤ Bell & Carlson Tactical Stock with Aluminum core and

bedding
¤ MAE IMS (Integrated Moderator System)

MAE IMS Shilen Select Match Stainless Barrel
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Bell and Carlson Tactical Unit

Cartridge
The 6.5x 47L round is an ultra efficient
case compared to similar larger sized
rounds of the .243/.308 case family. The
6.5x47L is loaded to 2.795 inch OAL and as
such will fit nicely into a short action rifle,
ideal for “Shorty”. It is not a fussy round
and can shoot 85-140 grain bullets with
ease, heavier bullets defeat the object of
the round. Medium burn rate powders
such as Reloder RL15 or RL17, Varget, Vit
N150 or N540 work very well.

Conclusion

APPLICATIONS

The muzzle report with all loads tested is
incredibly muted, a dull compressed
“throng” . This gives the Shorty a very
good stealthy attitude and allows you to
shoot more than one deer if culling is
necessary without spooking the game or
land owner. This rifle combination is very
portable, a little heavy, but robust and this
means you can man handle it in and out of
4x4 vehicles and really get on with the job of
stalking without fear of causing any
damage.

B&C stock shock showing Aluminium bedding

Ÿ Range Shooting
Ÿ Target Shooting
Ÿ Deer Stalking
Ÿ Long Range Shooting
Ÿ Pest Control
Ÿ Harvesting

TAC 30 Action (bolt with fluted finesh)
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308 Round for comparison

SPECIFICATIONS - JMS ARMS 6.5X47 LAPUA SHORTY - VERY ACCURATE - VERY VERSATILE
Reloads Bullet Make

Bullet weight grains

Bullet Type

Reload data

Muzzle Velocity fps

Muzzle Energy Ft/lbs

Hornady

95gr

V-Max

38.0gr of Benchmark

2839 fps

1700 ft/lbs

38.5gr

2854 fps

1724 ft/lbs

40.0gr RL17

2520 fps

1692 ft/lbs

41gr

2574 fps

1765 ft/lbs

42gr

2643 fps

1862 ft/lbs

43gr

2713 fps

1961 ft/lbs

40.0gr RL17

2499 fps

1760 ft/lbs

41.0gr RL17

2554 fps

1781 ft/lbs

42.0gr RL17

2622 fps

1877 ft/lbs

36.0gr Vit N150

2319 fps

1672 ft/lbs

37.0gr RL17

2387 fps

1772 ft/lbs

35.0gr Varget

2364 fps

1738 ft/lbs

35.0gr

2397 fps

1786 ft/lbs

Sierra

Lapua

Hornady

120gr

123gr

140gr

Pro-Hunter

Scenar

SST

NB. These rifles are made to order so turnaround can be 6 to 8 weeks, but well worth the wait.

These are special order only. Deposit at time of order

To order your 6.5x47 Lapua Shorty (IMS) Contact: Julian at JMS Arms on : 07771 962121 OR

with following options : Order complete rifle

email : Julian on JMSARMSuk@gmail.com Subject of email : 6.5x47 Lapua Shorty (IMS)

Or send in your rifle to us for measurements

6.5x47 Lapua Rounds
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